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Overview
Description: When an individual is assessed to have certain extraordinary
support needs, and a Personal Support Worker (PSW) is selected to deliver
supports, the PSW may be eligible for a higher pay rate. This guide describes
the procedures for determining and authorizing Enhanced/Exceptional rates for
PSWs.
Purpose/Rationale: To assist Service Coordinators (SC) and Personal Agents
(PA) in determining when PSWs can be paid an Enhanced or Exceptional rate.
Applicability: Service Coordinators and Personal Agents.
Procedures that apply:
Assessment of Enhanced or Exceptional Needs
Enhanced needs are determined by the Oregon Needs Assessment (ONA)
completed by an assessor. People meet “Enhanced” criteria when they are
assigned to service group 5 - Very High and meet the medical and/or behavior
support score indicated in the ONA Comprehensive Review page.
An individual’s current Oregon Needs Assessment (ONA) determines whether an
individual meets Enhanced criteria.
Exceptional needs are determined by meeting the Enhanced criteria and meeting
service hour requirements, as well as additional medical and/or behavioral
criteria. An individual meets Exceptional status if they meet Enhanced criteria
and are require more than 20 hours of awake attendant care in a 24-hour period
due to medical and/or behavioral needs.
Individuals may request reassessment at any time. When an individual’s needs
have changed the request for reassessment must come from the individual
served or their representative, not from a Personal Support Worker (PSW).
CME Activities for Determining Enhanced/Exceptional Criteria
For a PSW to be authorized as an Enhanced or Exceptional worker, the PSW
must complete specific training and the individual they work with must also meet

Enhanced or Exceptional criteria.
The individual’s status of Enhanced will be shown in eXPRS on the ONA
Comprehensive Review page:

Exceptional Criteria
An individual will only be able to hire a PSW at the Exceptional wage if the
individual is identified as Enhanced and they need more than 20 awake
attendant care hours in a 24-hour period due to medical and/or behavioral needs.
This means, at a minimum:
1. More than 20 attendant care hours in a 24-hour of period requiring a
provider within hearing or visual distance; AND,

2. The individual exhibits behaviors causing imminent risk of harm to self or
others during both daytime and nighttime; OR
3. The individual has complex medical needs requiring immediate intervention
that cannot be met with intermittent monitoring.
The CME must review existing documentation to ensure that the minimum
criteria outlined in the above are met. If the criteria are met, the CME must
manually adjust the PSW’s rate and add a note in the individual’s plan line that
states “individual meets the exceptional criteria”. This note will need to be added
to the plan line for all individuals who meet the Exceptional criteria even if the
individual has an existing Exceptional status.

Notification
The Service Agreement does not need to indicate Enhanced or Exceptional
certification status. A PSW and Employer of Record (EOR) must be notified if the
the individual they work with meets the eligibility criteria for hiring a PSW at an
Enhanced rate. If the the individual meets the eligibility criteria for hiring a PSW
at an Enhanced rate and the Exceptional criteria explained above, the PSW and
the EOR must be notified that the PSW may be eligible for the Exceptional rate.
The PSW and EOR must be provided with this notifiation within 28 days of the
ONA indicating eligibility for Enhanced rate and if applicable, the Exceptional

criteria. The notification should be provided to the PSW and EOR with an ODDS
approved notification letter.
If a new ONA and CME review determines an individual no longer meets
Enhanced or Exceptional criteria, the PSW will continue to receive the applicable
rate for 14 days following the determination. A PSW and EOR must be notified if
an individual no longer meets Enhanced or Exceptional criteria as soon as
practical following the ONA determination and CME review using an ODDS
approved letter. If the determination is successfully appealed, the PSW will
receive back pay for all hours worked at the applicable rate. Only the individual
can appeal an Enhanced or Exceptional determination. Service agreements may
need to be updated to correct PSW rates.
Training and Certification
A PSW must complete the required Enhanced or Exceptional training available
through the Oregon Home Care Commission (OHCC) website, if they have not
already done so, in order to be eligible to receive the higher rate while working
with an individual who meets Enhanced or Exceptional criteria. Proof of
certification must be kept on file at the authorizing CME. Certifications can be
confirmed using the OHCC Registry or by making a copy of the certification given
to the PSW upon completion of the training program. It is the PSW’s
responsibility to inform the CDDP/Brokerage that they have completed the
required training. PSW training completion can also be viewed in eXPRS.
PSW’s who have completed the Enhanced training will have an approved
provider type/specialty of 89-806 and PSW’s who have completed the
Exceptional training will have an approved provider type/specialty of 89-807.

Authorizing the Correct Rate in The Plan of Care (POC)
If a PSW has completed the required Enhanced/Exceptional training and the
individual meets Enhanced or Exceptional criteria, the PSW can be paid at the
Enhanced/Exceptional rate. Rates for Enhanced/Exceptional services rendered
by a PSW can be found in the Expenditure Guidelines.
Once the individual has been determined eligible and the PSW has completed
the required training, the PSW’s rate should be adjusted to the appropriate rate.

The effective date is the start of the month after both criteria have been met. If it
is determined that an individual is no longer eligible, the PSW’s rate will be
adjusted to the appropriate rate 14 days after the assessment.
Example: Maria has been assessed as meeting the criteria for an
Enhanced rate and her PSW, Sonya, has completed the training to receive
the Enhanced rate as her PSW. Sonya informs the local office on
12/5/2020 that he has been certified, and the CDDP/Brokerage acquires
the certificate dated 12/1/2020. Since Maria has been assessed as having
met the Enhanced criteria the CME would edit the plan line to increase to
the Enhanced rate as 1/1/2021.
POC authorizations for the higher Enhanced or Exceptional rate should only
cover the period in which an individual has a valid assessment indicating a need
for Enhanced services, and if applicable the criteria for exceptional services and
falls within the credential period of the worker’s certification as an
Enhanced/Exceptional worker. Credentials are good for two years.
Example: PSW Tim has an Exceptional certification that ends on
9/30/2020 but the plan for Larry runs from 12/1/2019 – 11/30/2020. PSW
Tim’s POC authorization for the Exceptional rate must end on 9/30/2020. It
may be reauthorized once proof of renewed certification is obtained by the
CME.
Example: Alonzo is assessed as having Exceptional needs on 4/1/2020. A
new assessment is completed on 10/31/2020 and he no longer meets the
criteria for Exceptional needs. The POC Exceptional rate authorization for
his PSW cannot begin earlier than 4/1 and must end 14 days after the
assessment was completed, on 11/14/20.
Forms Required
ODDS Provider Service Agreement 4606
(English, Russian, Spanish, Vietnamese)
FAQs:
Q. How will we view individual’s Enhanced eligibility from the ONA in
eXPRS?
A. There are two ways to view the Enhanced eligibility from the ONA search
page: The first is filtering on the ONA search page by Enhanced:

The second is on the results of the ONA search page:

Q. What if an individual is assessed as Exceptional but the PSW is only
authorized as Enhanced? Would the PSW still receive the Enhanced rate?
What if the individual is assessed as Enhanced but the PSW has an
Exceptional certification?
A. Please refer to the table below:
Regular PSW
Regular Rate

Enhanced PSW
Regular Rate

Exceptional PSW
Regular Rate

Enhanced Individual

Regular Rate

Enhanced Rate

Enhanced Rate

Exceptional Individual

Regular Rate

Enhanced Rate

Exceptional Rate

Not Enhanced or
Exceptional Individual

Q. What happens if a person is reassessed as no longer needing Enhanced
or Exceptional Needs?
A. If a person is assessed as no longer meeting the criteria for Enhanced or
Exceptional the rate must continue for 14 days after the assessment is
completed. After 14 days the rate is adjusted to match the new assessment.
Refer to the table above to set the new rate.
Q. How do I access the OHCC Provider Registry?
A. You must request permissions from OHCC at 1-877-867-0077, option 1.
Q. How are Enhanced or Exceptional Needs assessed for individuals in the
Children’s Intensive In-Home Services (CIIS) program?
A. Personal Support Workers for individuals in the CIIS program are paid using a
higher rate which assumes a higher level of need. The Meets Enhanced will
result from the ONA but cannot be used to set a rate. To assist in transition to
adult services, CIIS case managers will share the the individual’s Enhanced or
Exceptional status with Personal Support Workers who serve children who will be
transitioning to adult services within the next year. This will assist them in
meeting any requirements to qualifty as an Enhanced or Excpetional provider.
Q. Do the Enhanced and Exceptional Rates apply to PSWs serving
children/youth in CIIS?
A. No, the Enhanced and Exceptional Rates do not apply to PSWs serving
children/youth in the CIIS program at this time. When children/youth age out of
CIIS there is a transition process for their rate. See CIIS PSW Transition Rates
Worker Guide for more information.
Definition(s):
"Enhanced Personal Support Worker" means a personal support worker who is
certified by the Home Care Commission to provide services for individuals who
require advanced medical or behavioral driven services and supports as defined
and assessed through a functional needs assessment tool.
"Exceptional Personal Support Worker" means a personal support worker who is
certified by the Home Care Commission to provide services for individuals who
require extensive medical or behavioral driven services and supports as
assessed by a functional needs assessment tool and whose service needs also
require staff to be awake more than 20 hours in a 24-hour period.

Reference(s):
OAR Chapter 411, Division 375: https://www.oregon.gov/dhs/SENIORSDISABILITIES/DD/ODDSRules/411-375.pdf
SEIU Collective Bargaining Agreements: https://www.oregon.gov/dhs/SENIORSDISABILITIES/HCC/PSW-HCW/Pages/Collective-Bargaining.aspx
PSW Notification Letters:
• PSW Enhanced new eligibility notification letter
(English, Russian, Simplified Chinese, Somali, Spanish, Vietnamese)
• PSW Exceptional new eligibility notification letter
(English, Russian, Simplified Chinese, Somali, Spanish, Vietnamese)
• PSW No Longer Enhanced or Exceptional eligible notification letter
(English, Russian, Simplified Chinese, Somali, Spanish, Vietnamese)
Employer of Record Notification Letters:
• EOR Enhanced & Exceptional eligibility notification letter
(English, Russian, Simplified Chinese, Somali, Spanish, Vietnamese)
• EOR No Longer Enhanced or Exceptional eligible notification letter
(English, Russian, Simplified Chinese, Somali, Spanish, Vietnamese)
Contact(s):
Name: Nicholas Lervick, In Home Policy Specialist
Email: Nicholas.lervick@dhsoha.state.or.us

